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Article Body:
Too many people venture online without understanding which type of Internet business they are
Both of these strategies is dangerous. The first, because any site that promises pots of cash
There are many legitimate ways to make money online and discovering which one is best for you
In part one of this series you posed 4 questions to yourself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How
How
How
How

computer literate am I? (not at all - 1, very - 5)
is my self-discipline? (bad - 1, excellent - 5)
positive is my outlook on life? (terrible - 1, bright - 5)
much can I afford to fail? (Can’t - 1, Doesn’t matter - 5)

And answered each of them with a score of 1 to 5 accordingly.

These four simple questions were carefully worded and directed at understanding not necessaril
No matter what you’re told by all the get-rich-quick sites about how easy it is to make a resi
Once you are signed up therefore, and you have experienced your first few sessions working on
You can save yourself this heart-break and inconvenience by being honest with yourself at the

So, lets see whether you should be pursuing an income online after all. If you scored less tha

With a score of 13-16 you should be good to go, and with anything above 16 you’re either lying
The Next Step.

Right, so once you know you’re OK to continue, your next step is to research and critically as

In the next part of this series, we’ll examine each of the money-making opportunities that exi
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